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Marvel Heroes Little Golden Book Favorites collects the Spider-Man, Iron Man, and Avengers Little

Golden Books into one hardcover bookâ€”a $15.00 value for just $7.99!
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None of the stories in this volume really has a plot. It's more of a primer on the basics of various

Marvel heroes and villains. As a mom who's seen the major movies, but never read the actual comic

books, I learned something. (Example: "Fin Fang Foom is an ancient alien who looks like a giant

dragon. This big beast would like nothing better than to take over the world--and take a big bite out

of Iron Man!" OK, good to know!) I have to say, the villains in Marvel have even stranger premises

than the villains in James Bond. But I digress.My three year old son, on the other hand, finds these

stories hugely fascinating. Most of the stories are about describing the "good guys" and "bad guys",

which is right up a three year old's alley. My little guy isn't old enough for the movies--even the

cartoons are a little violent for my taste. But these are great. I wish Little Golden Books would come

out with something for Star Wars.

My 3 year old's current favorite book!!! 3 stories in one book-perfect for bedtime reading. Nothing

scary or inappropriate for his age.



I was looking for a golden book for my son that would be different from the typical Disney ones we

already had and I found these. His father and I are huge comic and action hero fans, so this and the

others like it are perfect. Not only do they intro the characters to him, but the villains as well. It lays

the foundation nicely for when we let him start watching the movies. I think he'll be able to identify

them much easier as he'll already be familiar with them from the books.

Bought as a gift for my 5 y.o. nephew who is obsessed w/ superheroes. This LGB introduces him to

the most famous Avengers characters and villains. There are no fights or violence in this book - it is

definitely, simply, an introduction to the characters and how they got their super powers.

This book was just as I remembered "Little Golden Books" to be except it was a bit higher quality

than the ones I remember from my childhood. I purchased this for my 3 year old nephew who loves

both books and Marvel Heroes and this gift was a big hit for him

My boys are really into superheroes. These books are great for them. They're 5 and 3 years old. I'm

really careful to monitor the violence in any media I expose them to (books, tv, etc), and this book is

fine for them, for the most part.

My son (3) loves Spider Man and Captain America, so this book was perfect.It contains three stories

- Spider Man, The Avengers, and the Invincible Iron Man as a collection.Colors are bright and vivid

and are well drawn.Stories are about 3-5 minutes long each and are not excessively violent, though

they are super heroes and do fight bad guys.Perfect for bedtime around my house and he would

gladly read this every night if given the choice.

This little book has plenty of stories for the Avengers enthusiast. It quickly became a favorite of my

son's. I highly recommend it to any parent who might have a child, like mine, who is obsessed with

Marvel superheroes!
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